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1.2 Welcome 

Hello, 

Welcome back to the CAPPS Financials training. 

Before taking this course you should have already completed the CAPPS Financials 

Fundamentals course. 

1.3 Duration 

This course will take approximately four hours. You can complete it all today or by sections. It’s 

really up to you. You can take the training how it best fits in your schedule. 

1.4 Preparation 

It is recommended that you avoid distractions during training.  You should close all other 

applications including your email while taking the course and silence your cell phone. 

 

1.6 Course Outline 

This course is organized into five (5) sections. Learn how to use CAPPS Commitment Control (KK) 

functionality in each of the following sections: 



• Section 1 - Commitment Control Overview  

and Budget Structures  

• Section 2 - Entering and Managing Budgets 

• Section 3 - Budget Checking 

• Section 4 - Running Reports 

• Section 5 - Review 

1.7 Course Objectives 

After completing this course you will be able to: 

• Define Commitment Control 

• View Commitment Control Budget Structures 

• Enter and Manage Budgets 

• Budget Check 

• Run Reports 

2. Section 1-Overview 

2.1 Section 1 

Section 1 - Commitment Control Overview & Budget Structures 

2.2 S1-Objectives 

After completing this section you will be able to: 

• Apply Commitment Control Terminology 

• Differentiate Budgets Components  

• Identify Budget Summary vs. Detail  

• Review Appropriation Budget Definitions 

• Review Expenditure Budget Definitions 



• Review Revenue Budget Definitions  

2.3 S1-Outline 

In this section you will learn the following: 

• Commitment Control Overview 10 min 

• Understand the Primary Components of Budget Definitions 20 min 

• Reviewing an Appropriation Budget Definition 20 min 

• Reviewing an Organizational Budget Definition 20 min 

• Reviewing a Revenue Budget Definition 20 min 

2.4 S1-L1 Commitment Control 

In lesson 1, Commitment Control Overview, you will learn the following: 

• Key Terminology  

• Module Integration 

• Commitment Control Definition 

2.5 S1-L1 Key Terms 

Key Term - Appropriation Budget 

Definition - Controls an agency’s operating and Capital item expenditures as defined by 

Legislative Budget Board and approved by the Texas State Legislature. 

Key Term - Associated Expenditure Budget 

Definition - Is an optional field on the Revenue Estimate Control Budget page. It is used for 

selecting the expenditure ledger group whose limits are to be increased by revenue budgets in 

this budget definition. Associated revenue and expenditure budgets are specified on the 

Associated Budgets page. 

Key Term - Budget Checking 

Definition - Displays the dollar amounts committed against; 



• Pre-encumbrance - Requisition level 

• Encumbrances - Purchase Order level 

• Expenditures - Accounts Payable level 

Key Term - Budget Definition 

Definition - Budget definitions provide the financial rules used to process all commitment 

control transactions. 

2.6 S1-L1 Key Terms Cont. 

Key Term - Budget Exceptions 

Definition - Report of errors generated from the Commitment Control Budget Processor. 

Key Term - (Budget) Key ChartFields 

Definition - (Budget) Key ChartFields, set up in the control budget definition, are the ChartFields 

that are required for budget journals and source transactions to identify budgets for budget 

checking. 

Key Term - Budget Type 

Definition - Budget Types are either Expenditure or Revenue. Expenditures are recorded against 

APPRPO, ORG, and DETAIL budgets. 

Key Term - Control ChartField 

Definition - This ChartField is used by the Budget Processor to determine whether or not the 

transaction will be subject to a budget check. 

 

 

2.7 S1-L1 Key Terms Cont 

Key Term - Commitment Control Option 

Definition - Control: This option strictly controls transactions against budgeted amounts. Error 

exceptions are logged when transactions exceed the budgeted amount. 



Tracking with Budget: This option tracks transaction amounts against a budget, but does not 

issue error exceptions unless a corresponding budget row does not exist. Transaction amounts 

will pass if a budget row exists, even for a zero amount, but the system will issue a warning 

when transactions exceed the budgeted amount. 

Track without Budget: This option tracks transactions even if no budget journal setup exists. If a 

budget journal row does exist, warnings will be logged when transactions exceed the budgeted 

amount. If no budget row exists, no warning is issued.   

2.8 S1-L1 Module Integration 

CAPPS is an integrated system. Meaning information in CAPPS is shared or communicated across 

modules at an Agency. CAPPS core modules are Accounts Payable, Asset Management, 

Commitment Control, General Ledger, and Purchasing. 

2.9 S1-L1 Commitment Control Definition 

What is Commitment Control? 

Commitment Control (KK) is an integrated feature that performs budgetary control and/or 

tracking of financial transactions against pre-defined authorized budgets.   

The Commitment Control module provides the mechanism for an agency to: 

• Define Budgets 

• Create Budgets 

• Use Budgets to Manage Spending and Revenues 

What modules are supported by Commitment Control? 

Commitment Control has connection points with the four Core CAPPS modules, General Ledger, 

Accounts Payable, Purchasing and Accounts Receivable, as well as the other non-core CAPPS 

modules, Billing, Contracts and Projects. 

What is the Budget Processor? 

At the center of Commitment Control is the Budget Processor. The Budget Processor performs 

both budget journal posting  and transaction budget checking.  It also generates commitment 

accounting activity that post to the commitment control ledger and activity tables.   



2.10 S1-L2 Outline 

Understand the Primary Components of Budget Definitions 

• Chart of Accounts 

• Trees and Levels 

• Budget Types 

• Ledger Group Types 

• Rules for Commitment Control Ledger Groups 

• Control Option 

2.11 S1-L2-Budget Definitions 

Understand the Primary Components of Budget Definitions 

Budget Definitions are set up once a year.  They control how the budget will function 

throughout the appropriation year.  CAPPS Budget definitions include general parameters, 

including control ChartField, parents and children, associated budget definition, control options, 

Ruleset ChartField, and status. 

The Budget Definitions page is an excellent starting page when troubleshooting budget errors 

early in the appropriation year. 

 

2.12 S1, L2-Budget Definitions Continued 

There are several components to setting up a budget definition: 

• Chart of Accounts 

• Trees and Levels 

• Budget Types 

• Ledger Group Types 

• Rules for Commitment Control Ledger Groups 



• Control Option 

2.13 S1-L1 Chart of Accounts 

Budget Definitions - Chart of Accounts 

Step 1 - Review this short presentation on Chart of Accounts. Then see if you can match the 

account name with its purpose. 

Step 2 - Drag and Drop  

Place the ChartField name on the applicable line definition. 

Chartfields - 1-Account, 2-Fund, 3-Appn/PCA, 4-Budget Reference 

Line Options: 

Line A - Required by USAS 

Line B - Captures transactions as Assets, Liabilities, Fund Equity, Revenues, and Expenditures. 

Line C - Appropriation Year 

Line D - The source of money related to a transaction. 

Answers:  

Line A - 3-Appn/PCA 

Line B - 1-Account 

Line C - 4-Budget Reference 

Line D - 2-Fund 

2.14 S1-L2 Chart of Accounts Continued 

Budgets are typically established at a more summarized level than that used to record actual 

entries. 

For example, a budget may be established by budget year. However, the actual transaction will 

refer to a budget year and period.  



When a transaction is recorded, CAPPS refers to the values entered into the ChartFields used for 

budgeting.  The system then references a tree structure that represents the hierarchal 

organization of a budget. 

2.15 S1-L2 Chart of Accounts Continued 

As a result, mapping needs to be established between the actual value entered and the value 

used for budgeting.  In CAPPS, this mapping is accomplished using ‘ budget trees’. 

Here is how it works! 

A budget reference of 201202 was used during a voucher entry. 

When budget checking takes place, the transaction uses the tree structure to find the budget.  

In this case, CAPPS will look at the summary budget defined for budget year 2012 to determine 

whether there are sufficient funds. 

Keep in mind this is a very simple example of how tree structures are used. 

2.16 S1-L2 Trees and Levels 

Budget Definition -  Trees and levels 

Budget trees can contain multiple levels.  These levels are also known as ‘nodes’.  Typically, all 

nodes at the same level will represent the same type of information.  

For example, the second level (highlighted in green) of this tree is used to represent various 

expense categories. 

Each ChartField is linked to a level within a tree structure.  This represents where the budget is 

established.   The ChartField is made up of many segments, next see how the Account and Fund 

segments appear in a budget tree. 

2.17 S1-L2 Trees and Levels Continued 

When budgets (e.g. appropriation, organizational, etc.) are defined, they must be mapped to a 

budget tree and level where the budget amounts will be established. 



For example, the Appropriation budget is mapped to the All level.  This means, whenever any 

transaction is recorded with a detail account value (e.g. 738701,738901,737901, etc.) the 

system will look at the budget amount for account 700000. 

The Organizational budget also uses the same tree structure as the Appropriation budget, but is 

mapped to the Expense Category level instead of the All level. 

This means when a transaction is recorded for detail account 738701 the system will look at the 

Software budget amount.  If a transaction is recorded using detail account value 737901, then 

the system will look at the Capital budget amount instead.  

The Revenue budget is mapped to the All level.  This means whenever any transaction is 

recorded with a detail account value (e.g. 3175, 3722, 3725, etc.) the system will look at the 

budget amount for account 300000. 

2.18 S1-L2 Trees and Levels Continued 

This is an example of the Fund ChartField.  You will notice all three budgets use the same tree 

structure.   

Note: All budgets can use the same tree structure.  The trees and tree levels can be shared by 

control budgets, if appropriate. 

2.19 S1-L2 Budget Types 

Budget Types are either Revenue or Expense. 

The State will use different control budgets for budget checking purposes.  The transaction type 

will determine which budget(s) will be checked.  For example, an expenditure transaction will 

check the Appropriation, and Organizational budgets.  The revenue transactions will check the 

Revenue Estimate budgets. 

2.20 S1-L2 Ledger Groups 

Budget Definition - ledger group TYPES 

Setting up control budgets definitions is synonymous with establishing processing rules for 

Commitment Control ledger group.  Depending on the budget requirements of your agency, you 



may need one or many expenditure budget definitions and one or many revenue budget 

definitions. Ledger Groups contain the ledgers (i.e. books) used to record transactions.  

Expenditure Ledger Group Type 

- Budget (Budgeted) 

- Pre-Encumbrance (Requisition) 

- Encumbrance (Purchase Order) 

- Expense (Vouchers) 

Revenue Ledger Group Types 

- Budget (Budgeted) 

- Collected Revenue (Invoiced) 

- Recognized Revenue (Received Payments/Receipts) 

2.21 S1-L2 Ledger Group Rules 

Budget Definition - Rules for the Commitment Control Ledger Groups 

CAPPS budget definitions establish processing rules for  Commitment Control ledger groups.  

When checking the Appropriation budget, the system uses the values entered for the Account, 

Fund, Class and Appropriation Year ChartFields. 

When checking the Organizational budget, the system uses the values entered for the Account, 

Fund, Class, Appropriation Year and Department ChartFields. 

When checking the revenue Estimate budget, the system uses the values entered for the 

Account, Fund, Class and Appropriation Year ChartFields. 

 

For example, when checking the Appropriation budget, the system uses the values entered for 

the Account, Fund, Class and Appropriation Year ChartFields.  

*Note: The Organizational budget also checks against the Department ChartField. 



2.22 S1-L2 Control Options 

In CAPPS, the Control Option will determine how a transaction is treated during the budget 

checking process. Use the slider bar to view the available options. 

Track without Budget 

This option tracks transactions even if there is no budget journal setup. If a budget journal row 

does exist, warnings will be logged when transactions exceed the budgeted amount. If no 

budget row exists, no warning is issued.  No warning is issued for commitment control detail 

tracking ledger groups with the control option of ‘track without budget’.  

Tracking with Budget 

This option tracks transaction amounts against a budget, but do not issue error exceptions 

unless there is no corresponding budget row. Transaction amounts will pass if a budget row 

exists, even for a zero amount, but the system will issue a warning when transactions exceed 

the budgeted amount.  

Control 

This option strictly controls transactions against budgeted amounts. Error exceptions are logged 

when transactions exceed the budgeted amount.  

2.23 S1-L3 Approp. Budget 

Reviewing an Appropriation Budget Definition 

- View the elements of an Expenditure budget 

- Understand the required information needed to setup an Appropriation budget definition  

 

2.24 S1-L3 Exercises 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Appropriation Budget Definition 

Scenario 1:  Reviewing a Appropriation Budget Definition 



When you are ready select this link Section 1 - Viewing Commitment Control Budget Structures   

and complete the following exercise: Reviewing a Appropriation Budget Definition 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

2.25 S1-L4 Organizational Budget 

Reviewing an Organizational Budget Definition 

- View the elements of an Expenditure Budget 

- Understand the required information needed to setup an Organizational budget definition 

2.26 S1-L4 Exercise 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Organizational Budget Definition 

Scenario 1:  Reviewing an Organizational Budget Definition 

When you are ready select this link Section 1 - Viewing Commitment Control Budget Structures   

and complete the following exercise: Reviewing an Organizational Budget Definition 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

2.27 S1-L5 Revenue Budget 

Reviewing a Revenue Budget Definition 

- View the elements of an Expenditure Budget 

- Understand the required information needed to setup a Revenue budget definition 

2.28 S1-L5 Exercise 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Revenue Budget Definition 

Scenario 1:  Reviewing a Revenue Budget Definition 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fcappstraining.cpa.texas.gov%2Fcourses%2FFIN%2F215_CC%2FUPKs%2F215_CC_S1%2FPublishing%2520Content%2FPlayerPackage%2FHTMLPages%2Fdefault.htm&data=04%7C01%7CLynda.Youngblood%40cpa.texas.gov%7C4a30a6c00d4e45fecd6f08d942216fd0%7C2055feba299d4d0daa5a73b8b42fef08%7C0%7C0%7C637613533639503134%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=bNOBHCaJQL8uNcKmDPVIwDJEfhfRAampJK43M7LwCzA%3D&reserved=0
http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S1/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm


When you are ready select this link Section 1 - Viewing Commitment Control Budget Structures   

and complete the following exercise: Reviewing a Revenue Budget Definition 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

3. Section 2-Managing Budgets 

3.1 Section 2 

Section 2 Entering and Managing Budgets 

3.2 S2-Objectives 

After completing this section you will be able to: 

- Create an Appropriation budget journal entry. 

- Identify errors for budgets that fail the edit or post process. 

- Identify if the budgeted funds have been surpassed for a specific period. 

- Review, copy, update and post a budget journal. 

3.3 S2-Outline 

- Entering an Appropriation Budget 20 min 

- Reviewing an Organizational Budget and Creating an Adjustment Journal 20 min 

- Reviewing, Editing and Clearing a Budget Error 20 min 

- Copying a Budget Journal 20 min 

 

3.4 S2-L1 Approp. Budget 

Entering an Appropriation Budget 

- Understand the components needed to enter an Appropriation budget journal. 

http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S1/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm


3.5 S2-L1 Exercise 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Appropriation Budget 

Scenario 1:  Entering an Appropriation Budget 

When you are ready select this link Section 2 - Entering and Managing Budgets and complete 

the following exercise: Entering an Appropriation Budget 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

3.6 S2-L2 Organizational Budget 

Reviewing an Organizational Budget and Creating an Adjustment Journal 

- Identify errors for budgets that fail the edit or post process. 

- View budgeted funds for a specific period.  

- Check to ensure budgeted funds are not surpassed. 

3.7 S2-L2 Exercise 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Reviewing an Org. Budget and Creating an Adj. Journal 

Scenario 1:  Reviewing an Organizational Budget and Creating an Adjustment Journal  

When you are ready select this link Section 2 - Entering and Managing Budgets and complete 

the following exercise: Reviewing an Organizational Budget and Creating an Adjustment Journal 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

3.8 S2-L3 Budget Error 

Reviewing, Editing and Clearing a Budget Error 

- Find an existing budget journal. 

http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S2/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm
http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S2/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm


- Copy a budget journal line. 

- Review a Budget Exceptions Page. 

- Update a Budget Journal Line. 

- Post the budget journal to clear the error. 

3.9 S2-L3 Exercise 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Working with Budget Errors 

Scenario 1:  Reviewing, Editing and Clearing a Budget Error 

When you are ready select this link Section 2 - Entering and Managing Budgets and complete 

the following exercise: Reviewing, Editing and Clearing a Budget Error 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

3.10 S2-L4 Budget Journal 

Copying a Budget Journal 

- Copying a journal saves time because you can use an existing journal entry as the basis for a 

new journal entry. 

3.11 S2-L4 Exercise 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Copy a Budget Journal 

Scenario 1:  Copying a Budget Journal 

When you are ready select this link Section 2 - Entering and Managing Budgets and complete 

the following exercise: Copying a Budget Journal 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S2/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm
http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S2/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm


4. Section 3-Budget Checking 

4.1 Section 3 

Section 3 Understanding Budget Checking 

4.2 S3-Objectives 

- Describe the CAPPS Budget Function 

- Explain the Procure-to-Pay process   

- Budget check requisitions and purchase orders in CAPPS 

4.3 S3-Outline 

- Procure-to-Pay Process 5 min 

- CAPPS Budget Function 5 min 

4.4 S3-L1 Outline 

Procure-to-Pay Process 

- Understand the role of Commitment Control in the Procure-to-Pay process 

4.5 S3-L1 Procure-to-Pay Process cont 

Discover the AP role in the Procure-to-Pay Process 

Pre-encumbrance, Encumbrance, Expenditure, What does it all mean? 

Pre-encumbrances, encumbrances, and expenditures are all a part of the budget checking 

process. This process ensures funds are available at the time a request is made. 

First, I will explain how the budget is impacted by the budget checking process. Then, you will 

watch a brief presentation to learn how the  

Procure-to-Pay process works. 

Budget Status Example: 



Beginning Balance 10,000. Pre-encumbrance 0, encumbrance 0, expenditure 0. Remaining 

spending authority 10,000 

4.6 S3-L1 Procure-to-Pay cont 

I, Nancy created a requisition to order $100 of office supplies. 

Nancy created requisition for $100, let’s see how the transaction effected her budget. 

When a requisition is created and budget checked CAPPS will pre-encumber the funds; place 

them on hold.  A pre-encumbrance reduces the total available funds in the Budget.  

Nancy started with $10,000 in her budget. 

She pre-encumbered $100 for office supplies.  

Her total Remaining Spending Authority is $9,900. 

4.7 S3-L1 Produre-to-Pay cont 

I wonder what happens to my requisition next. 

Nancy’s requisition will need to be sourced to a Purchase Order and budget checked.  

Budgeting Checking a PO releases the pre-encumbrance and encumbers the funds. The total 

available funds in the Budget remains the same.  

4.8 S3-L1 Procure-to-Pay cont 

I, Nancy received my office supplies. 

Nancy received her supplies. Her supplier (vendor) has submitted their invoice to Accounts 

Payable. 

Accounts Payable creates and budget checks a voucher. This releases the encumbrance and 

creates the expenditure. The total available funds in the Budget remains the same.  

4.9 S3-L1 Continued 

Understanding the Procure-to-Pay Process 



Now that you understand the Budget Checking process, take a few minutes to review how the 

Procure-to-Pay process works.  

4.10 S3-L2 Budget Function 

CAPPS Budget Function 

- Follow a transaction through the budget checking process 

4.11 S3-L2 Continued 

This lesson provides a simplified view of Commitment Control budget-checking of source 

transactions, showing warning and error exception handling through the update of Commitment 

Control ledgers. 

The process begins with the Source Transaction that gets validated through the appropriate 

Control Budgets.  Based on the validity of the information checked against the Control Budgets 

transactions will be passed through to the Commitment Control Ledger for update.    

Warning Notice 

When a transaction exceeds the available budget amount, the system may pass the transaction 

with a warning notice, depending on the processing rules that you set up in your control budget 

definition, budget attributes, and source transaction type definition. 

If there are exceptions, also know as errors or warnings, the transactions must be manually 

reviewed by the user. 

Once an exception has been reviewed and the appropriate adjustments, the transaction is either 

processed to update the Commitment Control Ledger or rejected.   

4.12 S3-L2 Exercise 

Understand the Budget Checking Process 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Exercise Name 

Scenario 1:  Budget check Requisition and Purchase Order in CAPPS 



When you are ready select this link Section 3 - Budget Checking  and complete the following 

exercise: Budget check Requisition and Purchase Order in CAPPS 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

5. Section 4-Reports 

5.1 Section 4 

Section 4 Running Reports 

5.2 S4-Objectives 

- Use Process Scheduler to run a report. 

- Use Process Monitor to monitor the run status of a report.  

5.3 S4-L1 Exercise 

The exercise below provide step-by-step instructions on how to perform the following task in 

CAPPS: 

Run a Budget Report 

Scenario 1:  Using Process Scheduler to run the Budget Transaction Detail Report 

When you are ready select this link Section 4 – Running Reports  and complete the following 

exercise: Using Process Scheduler to run the Budget Transaction Detail Report 

After completing the exercise, close the browser tab and return to the course. 

6. Section 5-Review 

6.1 Section 5 

Section 5 Review 

http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S3/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm
http://cappstraining.cpa.texas.gov/courses/FIN/215_CC/UPKs/215_CC_S4/Publishing%20Content/PlayerPackage/HTMLPages/default.htm


6.2 Important Takeaways 

- Commitment Control can be used within each FIN module to check transactions against pre-

defined authorized budgets. 

- Each budgets Control Option determines how to handle transactions that exceed their 

budgets. 

- Budgets are defined at the summary level. 

- Budget definitions establish processing rules for  Commitment Control.  

- Appropriation (Control), Organizational (Track with Budgets) and Revenue Estimate (Track 

without Budgets) are the three different types of budgets against which transactions may be 

checked. 

- The budget definition determines which of the transaction ChartFields need to be checked.  

- Each ChartField is linked to a level within a tree structure. 

- Tree structures are used to define a hierarchical organizations of budgets. 

- Budget trees are used to map actual values entered and the value used for budgeting.  

6.3 Course Summary 

Congratulations, you have completed this course. You learned the following regarding CAPPS 

Commitment Control: 

- How to defined Commitment Control 

- How to view Commitment Control Budget Structures 

- How to Enter and Manage Budgets 

- How the Budget Checking 

- How to Run Reports 

You are now ready to move on to your next course, see you there! 

6.4 Congratulations 

I hope you enjoyed your training! 


